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An Inside Look at
Dr. Michael Bogdan,
the Man Behind
Natural-Looking,
Life-Changing Results
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hen you meet someone with
truly impressive credentials, you can’t help but
think they might possess superhuman powers. Dr. Michael Bogdan is
one of these people, but you would
never guess it from his easy-going,
unpretentious demeanor. And this
is just as Dr. Bogdan wants it. He’s
not one to toot his own horn. What
matters to him is creating natural-looking results for his patients
through highly customized procedures, staying abreast of the latest advances in his field through research
and education, and of course, patient
safety. He also believes it’s important
to enjoy what you do for a living.
“Going to the office is not work
for me. I love helping my patients,
whether their objective is to look
more youthful, reverse the toll
pregnancy has taken on their body,
or improve upon a feature,” says Dr.
Bogdan, a board-certified plastic surgeon who has focused 100 percent of
his practice on cosmetic surgery.
FROM NIH SCIENTIST TO STANFORDEDUCATED, FELLOWSHIP-TRAINED
PLASTIC SURGEON

Beautiful Faces and
Bodies Designed by
Michael A. Bogdan, MD,
MBA, FACS

Stanford-Educated, Fellowship-Trained,
Board-Certified Plastic Surgeon
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Interested in science from a young
age, Dr. Bogdan performed research
at the National Institutes of Health
and the University of Maryland
while earning a dual Bachelor of
Science in chemistry and zoology,
graduating summa cum laude. When
an advisor suggested that he may be
interested in medicine since it integrates nearly all fields of science, Dr.
Bogdan had an “Aha!” moment.
“I began volunteering at a hospital
working Saturday nights from 11:00
p.m. to 7:00 a.m. I missed a lot of
college parties doing this, but it confirmed that medicine was the right
path for me,” he shares.
Dr. Bogdan went on to earn a medical degree and complete a residency in plastic surgery at Stanford
University School of Medicine. He
was drawn to plastic surgery due to

FAMILY MAN, EDUCATOR,
INNOVATOR, GIFTED PLASTIC
SURGEON

Actual patient

Dr. Bogdan and his family have
lived in DFW since 2008. “We
moved here for the kids and we
love it!” he says. He and his wife
have two boys, ages 16 and 17,
who attend the Texas Academy
of Math and Science in Denton.

Seeing is believing! Check out Dr. Bogdan’s extensive before
and after photo gallery at DrMichaelBogdan.com/photos
the diversity and complexity, and for
a detail-oriented perfectionist like Dr.
Bogdan, the exacting nature of plastic
surgery made it a great fit.
After spending 11 years at Stanford,
Dr. Bogdan headed to Manhattan to
complete an aesthetic surgery fellowship at the prestigious Manhattan
Eye, Ear & Throat Hospital at New
York University Medical Center. He
is one of the few plastic surgeons who
have undergone formal post-graduate
training in aesthetic surgery.
“Plastic surgery residency primarily
focuses on reconstructive work. A fellowship in cosmetic surgery provided
more extensive training in aesthetic
surgery,” he explains.
PATIENTS TRUST DR. BOGDAN

Since founding his Southlake practice in 2008, Dr. Bogdan has earned
the trust of countless patients. With
his fellowship training in cosmetic
surgery, and focusing 100 percent of
his practice on cosmetic surgery, he
has mastered short operative times,

which yield consistent, safe results
with a fast recovery. Known for his
artistry, surgical precision, and attention to detail, he performs everything
from extensive facial rejuvenation
and rhinoplasty, to mommy-makeover procedures with remarkably
natural looking outcomes.
“My approach is to build a trusting,
collaborative relationship with my
patients,” Dr. Bogdan says. “My team
and I strive to provide exceptional
patient care in a welcoming environment, and to deliver a patient experience that is positive and enjoyable.”
With spring right around the corner,
there’s no better time to embrace
renewal and let your beauty shine
through. Call Dr. Bogdan today to
schedule a consultation.
Dr. Michael A. Bogdan
410 North Carroll Avenue, Suite 170
Southlake, Texas 76092
(817) 442-1236
DrMichaelBogdan.com

When he isn’t helping
patients or spending time
with his family, Dr. Bogdan’s
busy serving on the Board
of Directors of both the
American Society for Aesthetic
Plastic Surgery (ASAPS)—
which provides continuing
education in cosmetic surgery
for 2,600 board-certified
plastic surgeons—and the
Aesthetic Surgery Education
and Research Foundation
(ASERF), which funds research
related to cosmetic procedures
and technology. Passionate
about lifelong education, Dr.
Bogdan teaches surgical
techniques to surgeons from
around the world at both the
Dallas Rhinoplasty and Dallas
Cosmetic Symposium, and
recently completed an executive
MBA at the University of Texas.

“WHAT WILL I LOOK LIKE
AFTER PLASTIC SURGERY?”
Dr. Bogdan will help you
answer this question. He uses a
Vectra XT 3D imaging system to
simulate anticipated results for
a variety of procedures so you
can see your potential results
before surgery.

